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I won't say direct experience with CE82, but I've had good luck fooling the
CE package that covers my VX-4200's (and VX-920) by changing my

system time to something well before that Jan 2013 date (I usually just
leave the rest of the date alone, crank the year back to 2005, and use the

actual edit date in the filename when saving) before starting up the
software.. The download itself is free of charge. Any fee you pay to us in
the process of obtaining software should be regarded as a download and
administration fee, which simply covers the cost of data file storage and
the bandwidth used when downloading the software. The download and

administration fee can range from 0 to 99+VAT and is directly
proportional to the size of the files and the quantity of files available for

download. Any software Radiotronics provides will remain the property of
the manufacturer and, whilst you are free to use it to configure your radio

or device, you will NOT own the software. I won't say direct experience
with CE82, but I've had good luck fooling the CE package that covers my
VX-4200's (and VX-920) by changing my system time to something well
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before that Jan 2013 date (I usually just leave the rest of the date alone,
crank the year back to 2005, and use the actual edit date in the filename

when saving) before starting up the software.. The receivers are very
different than the pre-2013 CE-52's in that the CE-52 was software
controlled and the firmware on the VX-3200/4200 were software

controlled, and the radio was hardware controlled. The radio is now a full
PC/Operating system and uses DSP. Software control was not new with
the 3200/4200 series as they did support this before the mandate. Only

time will tell if this still works.
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I need some help in my new radio, i installed your latest software.
However i keep getting this error on the display, and its very annoying,
any help would be very greatly appreciated, thank you. Can someone

please help me update my radio from the Vertex website? I keep getting
this message" Wrong Serial Number. Try again." I have the VX2100 and
am using the latest firmware. Should I go back to the old firmware? Tisk
tisk tisk, who had the availability to do the software updates? All in the
same week of the release? Unacceptable. If your firmware gets bricked,
I'd rather spend a few extra dollars for the same software and have a
backup from the get-go. Thanks, though. Great news, all the files you
need for the Vertex Standard CE-82 VX-2100 & VX-2200 Programming
software are now available. Note that you need to install the CPS from
MotoTRBO because this software only handles APX files. ok, i cannot do
any thing with my radio, i got a new website for the vertex robo to work
on my verizon radio and its not working. also i have tried to do the same
thing with my universal radio i got a response saying i needed ce82 and
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not universal. have no clue how to get it. my verizon works ok but verizon
i can not get it and mobileradios.com wouldnt work with my router but it
works ok with my desktop... also my conestoga keeps rebooting on the
conestoga page and there is text between every line and it only shows
after i press enter. This site offers biggest radio software collection in

Internet. It includes MotoTRBO CPS download, MotoTRBO firmware, most
recent APX CPS, APX Depot, FlashZap, region free patches, etc. Also note,

that we keep up to date Motorola CPS and Kenwood KPG all the time.
Delay between release by mfg. and file appearance is only a few days.
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